
IEEE Robotics and Automation Society, Bangalore Chapter 
Minutes of the meeting held on 18th July 2019  

Venue: Hotel Airlines 
Time: 6.30PM to 9.30PM 

Present: Mr. Kousik Sankar, Mr. Srinivasa chary, Prof Nipun, Dr. Sudarshan, Dr. Shikha,  Dr. 
Rangan 
Absent: Dr. Krishnan  

Following points were discussed during the meeting 

1) IEEE-CE and IEEE RAS collaboration workshop in Mangalore was discussed. First thoughts 
were IEEE-CE will conduct the workshop based on their topics to which Robotics related to be 
added as the last part. Logistics, support needed by IEEE-CE with all needs to be understood. 
Action: Kousik to connect RAS committee and take it forward. 

2) In the earlier meeting we decided to conduct Basic Robotics workshop for IEEE RAS to 
support students across colleges.  
Action: Rangan to plan and pursue this for the first one 

3) Possibility of webinars from IEEE RAS is to be explored. This can be also looked at in 
collaboration with a few interested startup companies 
Action: All 

4) RAS - Student chapter in PESU (BSK campus) is planned to be formally inaugurated on Aug 
24th. Trying to get academic and industry experts for delivering talks and a workshop which all 
students across colleges can attend 
Action: Rangan with other RAS members at PES - Sudarshan, Shikha and Sethuram  

From earlier meetings, the following pending tasks to be completed: 
5) Student Chapter Execom members of RAS Student chapters in various colleges/universities 
are to be connected via Whatsapp to facilitate their direct communication  
Action: Nippun to complete this 
6) A roadmap is to be created for students on web including the resource reference links. This 
should help them to understand the available fundamental courses online and gradually advance 
to higher level courses 
Action: Rangan/Sudarshan to ask students to work out the details 
7) Include information about Robotic Companies / Startups for students on web; reference links 
to be provided. This should help them the students to understand the requirements, search for 
internship and connect with the industry. 
Action: Nippun to take help from students to work out the details 


